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The problem solving ability of expert systems is
greatly improved by the way of cooperation amongdifferent expert systems in a distributed expert system.
However,different expert systems in a distributed expert system may use different inexact reasoning models. To achieve cooperation among these expert systems, in our methodology, the first step is to transform the uncertainty of a proposition from one inexact reasoning model to another, then the second step
is to synthesize the transformed different results. In
other words, the transformation is the foundation for
cooperation, and so this is a very important and very
interesting problem.
In this paper, first we give criteria to judge which
heterogeneous transformations are reasonable. In two
different inexact reasoning models,
1) let the sets of uncertainties of B be X and Y, respectively;
2) let its uncertainty be described by C~T), C~T) when
the proposition B is knownto be true, and false by

~),c~);
c~
and

3) lettheoperators on X - {c~T),C~F)},andon Y -T),G~y)}be @iandtD~, respectively.
{6’(2

Then we notice that
inexact reasoning model corresponds
1) The EMYCIN
a group structure ((-1, 1), ~.l), where the operator
oplusl is is given by:
zi+z2-ziz2
if zi>0, z2>0
zl + z2 + zlz2 if zl < 0, z2 < 0
=~+-2
1-’~’;"(I-~1,1==1)if ziz2< 0
2) The PROSPECTORinexactreasoningmodelcorrespondsa groupstructure
((0, 1), ~s) is whereoperator
’:i:’s, is definedas : V~D1, Z2 E (0, 1)
’~I.’l(Zl,
z2)

zlz~.(l- P(B))
¯ .s(zi,z2)= (i - zl)(1- z2)P(B)
+ zlz2(1P(B))
whereP(B)meanstheprior probability
of a proposition B.
Finally,
wc obtainh-transformations
betweenthe
EMYCINinexactreasoningmodeland the PROSPECTOR reasoning
modelby the two theorembelow.
Theorem 1 The map
P(s)
l-=x(i-P(B))
if i z >0
flS(Z)
(I+,)P(B)
~fO > z > -i
l+zxP(B)

,s..~somo~h.s~
kom
((-1,1),
,D~)
~o((0,1),
e_~).
We haveprovedthatboth(X- {c~T),CIF)},(~)i)
Theorem
2
The
map
z),
(Y-{C~ C~(F)},
’}:2)aresemi-groups
withunitelements.
,-P(B)
¯ (I-P(B)) ~f Z > P(B)
Sinceinexact
reasoning
modelsaresemi-groups
with
/sl (z) =
~-P(s)
unitelements,
thenatural
criterion
fortransformations
(I-z)P(B){f z < P(B)
amongmodelsis a homomorphic
map.Also,two spei~a.i~omo,.ph,$,.
#ore
((0,
i),
~s)
~o((-1,
I),
cialpoints,
trueandfalse,havecorresponding
values
amongmodels.Formally,
we have
The isomorphic
functions
we discover
can exactly
transform
theuncertainties
of a proposition
between
Definition
A map >- : X
, Y is said to be a hthe EMYCIN and PROSPECTOR models for any
T),
valueof thepriorprobability
of a proposition.
This
transformation
from
(X- {C~
C}~)},
~i)
to(Y
solves
oneof thekeyproblems
in theareaofdistributed
expertsystems.
Thesetransformation
functions
have
i..T(,!:,~(~I,,2))
= ,.£,2(;rC,~),.FCx2)),
wi,x2
beenrealizedin the prototype
HECODESsystem.

T~,
{c~
c~},
e,),
ifitsatisfies

~..
~-(ci~’~)
=cF~;
3. ~(c~’~)
cl~’.
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